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shington, DC 

ar Prof. Nelson, 

Please excuse my typing and writing. They cannot be any better. 
If you are hot familiar with my work, my eighth book on the JFK is to afpear soon. 

am alone among those writing books who does not theorize about anything, including 
onspiracies. Piy work is based almost entirely on the official evidence. There is no 
gnificant errors in any of them and almost no insignificant errors. Of all those of 

vlom I have written critically not one has written or phoned to complain of unfair 
eatment or alleged any error. I now draw on about a quarter of a million pages of 
ce-withheld official records I obtained by a series of a dozen or som FOIA lawsuit. 

Post were against the FBI. It and all other agencies were represented by the Depart-
nt of Justice. in the 1974 amending of the Act my CA 75-226, rather the suit Irjiled 
CA 75-226 was cited in the legislative history as requiring the amending of the ine. 

stigatory files exemption. This is the number of first suit filed after amendment. 
I that lawsuit the Department of Justice told that court that I knew more about that 
sassination and its investigations than anyone working for the FBI. That was its 

( ucessful) defense againt my sworn allegation of ITN perjury! 
05r published work makes it clear that in that time of great stress and ever since 

n all the institutions of our society failed. 
I fear your board will be an addition to the4st of failures. vihich I do not want. 

am 82, have been in impaired health for many years and there is much work I 
w t yet to do. his includes inking use of the fact that a member of the Warren Commis-
s on, Senator Russell, liked my work and encouraged it to has dying day.This no longer 
✓ sts on what I say he told me. I have it from his archive. Feiin this and from the 

chive of another member, Senator John Sher an tooper, I have their absolute ref,u1i1  to 
a ee with the basis of the Warren Report, its single-bullet theory of Arlen Specter. ltlY 
N MR AGAIN! has more on this. It is to be published this month. 

I ask nothing of you. I write to inform you. If you have any questions, I'll underp 
e to answer them. 

If you should like to know more about me and my work, of the college professors who 
rice me do not theorize conspiracies and who teach assassination courses not as who-
d dts but as government is taught, the closest is Dr. Gerald McKnight at local Hood 
liege. It will have all my work and all rights to it along with ill the FOIA records 

I have and our property. 

Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Rd. 
Frederick, MD 21702 


